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Data sheet for 939350/59/60 
 

Double-acting quick espagnolette for recessed mounting. For securing passive doors of 
metal or wood. From the locked position, a door section with main door and passive door 
can be opened immediately by simply folding the handle down. Roca 200 comes with 
galvanized steel lock housing. Handle and stainless steel front plate with satin or polished 
finish. Upper / lower rule are adjustable in depth 16-30 mm for optimized profile 
adjustment. As an accessory there are fittings for locking with padlocks and front plate for 
wooden door. Lock housing and selected front plate ordered separately. 
Operation length of rod: 18mm (on each side) 
 
939350 satin  
939359/60 polished  
 
The picture shows material of each part. 

Maintenance/cleaning 

Cleaning stainless steel indoors is really no different compared to cleaning other materials. 
Cleaning should be done before there is a conspicuous accumulation of dirt and 
fingerprints, so that cleaning is as easy as possible while counteracting the risk of residual 
marks and impact on the surface finish. 
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For simple soiling we recommend mild detergents such as soap solution, detergent or soap, 
which after rinsing with water is treated with dry and soft cotton cloth. Avoid applying 
water in such quantity or with such pressure that water penetrates behind the cover. 

For more difficult soiling and neglected surfaces, we recommend using a metal cleaning 
such as Autosol. Caution is recommended as the polished surfaces can be scratched 
primarily. Scotch bright or steel wool cleaning sponges should definitely not be used to 
avoid the transmission of contaminants in the form of iron particles that easily form spots 
with red rust. 
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